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ABSTRACT

Article history:

A thermoelectric generator (TEG) using Seebeck effect to generate electrical energy in
a residential application encompasses a case study of a test rig consisting of a concrete
shingle as case study material. This paper explores its behavior and response to
changes in temperature throughout the day. Four TEGs in series are mounted on the
underside of a shingle. The measurement of the voltage and current response were
made to determine the power generated. Using National Instruments as a data
acquisition device with thermocouple probes to gather all the necessary data of which
are discussed in the paper. From the experiments, the modules were able to generate
up to 65.22 µW at 138Ω. This shows a considerable potential of TEG application in
residential areas, as they are scalable.
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1. Introduction
Thermoelectric generator (TEG) in Figure 1 is commonly used in high thermal difference
application such as geothermal [1]; a steady source of heat available to generate the thermal
difference, similarly in thermal recovery in Rankine engine [2]. Temperature difference and the
amount of heat available are essential as the output power generated is dependent on those
parameters [3]. Even though the physics principle of converting thermal difference into electricity
has been established since 1800s, there is still no products or applications available in mass-market
exploiting this renewable energy potential in the shingle solar sector. One of the reasons is due to
low power generation and efficiency in the TEG itself.
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Research trends in the TEG studies are mostly targeted towards high-temperature applications
such as tapping waste heat from car engine [4]. For lower temperature areas the research focusing
on a hybrid application such as incorporating it with solar technology as photovoltaic/thermal energy
generator (PV/TEG) [5] and in heating, air conditioning and ventilation (HVAC) as means to make use
of the exhaust airflow that else will be wasted heat evacuated to the environment as a source of
energy to be recovered and from that to provide support to the HVAC system in the form of preheating and electrical energy generation [6], whilst journal like Jamal Abed et al., [7] does not contain
a TEG in the study, but the publication is in parallel and have potential to implement the latter system
based on the performance data provided by the journal’s author.
Moreover, studies regarding control and current TEG application are too looked into such as an
experiment on a floating TEG system as means of an energy harvesting system [8] and controls used
in photovoltaic technology as TEG system are closely related to it than any other renewable energy
method, controls used in solar technology to provide maximum energy generation is the maximum
power point tracker (MPPT) this is key factor as a steady output is required but the input is changing
according to the weather condition [9,10]. Similar to solar, minor improvements and performance
tweaks to gain higher efficiency are too observed such as in research of Ibrahim et al., [11], improving
the thermal conductivity of water by suspending thermally conductive particles, as Salleh et al., [12]
which improve the latter with an addition of copper into the mix.
This paper is reporting on a case study result that is evaluating the feasibility of using a TEG in
electricity generation from concrete shingles on a residential roof application. Previous research has
shown the potential to harness the thermal energy from the roof up to 75°C on the shingle surface
temperature, has been recorded during a hot day [13]. The next step is to establish the amount of
electric power output that can be generated from the study of TEG on concrete shingle consisting of
a test rig to house a data acquisition device with measuring equipment to sample data from the
shingle environment and the TEG environment.
Concerns on reducing the impact of a community’s carbon footprint is critical and even optimizing
the current energy usage in buildings are scrutinized in research by Awang et al., [14], not only energy
usage is critical to a building’s efficiency. The construction and insulation also plays a major role in
reducing thermal losses by containing the room at a set temperature hence saving energy used in
thermal regulation [15]. Which is in line with the goal of this research as means to contribute on
improving the overall building efficiency albeit by reducing the amount of energy absorbed by the
roof into a usable electric source.
2. Methodology
Method of approach via test rig is the most viable option as ease of access to the roof will be
difficult and mounting a custom made shingle that will house the TEG require removal of roofing
material which poses a problem for a small scale case study. However, such a problem will have to
be overcome in testing for a large scale operation for the scalability studies. Next, the data gathered
is a crucial part of this case study to provide all the data required to validate or support the application
of TEG in residential use. The collected data are in the form of temperature, voltage, and current.
Heat is the critical point as it is the primary driver to the whole operation. Hence the need to collect
at different points of data via temperature probes for ambient and TEG temperature data is required.
Voltage and current generated by TEG are also crucial in the study to provide data to correlate the
temperature readings. Enabling to determine the effect of temperature amplitude and its changes to
the output of the TEG.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of a TEG construction and Seebeck effect

2.1 Data Acquisition Test Rig
A test rig has been developed to measure the actual performance of the power generation of TEG
in a real situation based on location and environmental condition. This will provide the necessary
data to conclude the feasibility study, with the use of a data acquisition unit from National
Instruments. Figure 2 showed two thermocouple modules of NI 9211 for the TEG and ambient probe,
NI 9201 for voltage measurement module and NI 9203 current module. A computer interface has
been developed to show the real-time data recorded during the process.

Fig. 2. NI DAQ modules for measuring temperature,
current and voltage produced by TEGs

2.2 Shingle Setup
Figure 3 shows the data compiled from the test rig data obtained from the shingle. Figure 4
showing the position of one of the locations for the ambient probe in the DAQ system Concrete
shingle, commonly used in residential homes are mounted with TEG (Figure 4) as to provide the data
in the experiment. In total, the temperature is measured at three different areas, which are the hot
and cold side of TEG, and the ambient temperature. While the current and voltage generated were
measured across the TEG.

Fig. 3. DAQ block diagram for measuring
temperature, current and voltage produced by TEGs
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The temperature and power generation were measured between 8.00AM till 6.00PM. This range
was selected due to the optimal sunlight condition of the day.

Fig. 4. Temperature probe positioned at the
top of the roof to measure ambient
temperature and TEG placed at the bottom

Fig. 5. Whole day temperature, voltage and current measurement of 8th April 2018

2.3 Results and Discussions
The amount of raw data obtained are plenty over the course of a 7-day data acquisition process.
Analyzing raw data alone does not give much insight into how the temperature affects the output of
TEG. Figure 5 shows the raw data that requires further processing in order to see any pattern of it. A
recent research report Man et al., [9] relating to shingle study proposed a classification of weather
condition based on temperature range, as shown in Table 1. However, this proves difficult to be used
as a weather identifier since the measurement was made based on direct sunlight condition only.
Hence, an improvement on the method by observing the graph slope in response to weather pattern.
Using weather pattern identifier with raw data are impossible due to the fluctuation in the data
hence, the filtered data is to take the sample at 10-minute intervals as to minimize the data points
but still give relevant patterns to be observed and to take note upon.
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Table 1
Weather pattern temperature range
Condition
Sunny
Cloudy
Rainy

Temperature
>50
31-49
<31

Table 2
Weather pattern classification
Date
8th April
9th April
16th April
17th April
22nd April
25th April
26th April

Label
Rainy
Rainy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Rainy
Sunny
Sunny

Avg. Temperature
32 Outside; 42 TEG
32 Outside; 39 TEG
32 Outside; 46 TEG
35 Outside; 43 TEG
35 Outside; 46 TEG
36 Outside; 49 TEG
37 Outside; 49 TEG

2.4 Weather Pattern Identifier
A weather pattern identifier is proposed to improve the readability and accurate determination
of weather pattern, by not only using temperature but graph slope also as Table 2 shows the
implemented identifier, if it was to use the method without the improvement all the data would fall
under cloudy day category.
A sunny day identifier is due of the positive slope and temperature of greater than 50°C as shown
in Figure 6, despite slope after 1.10 PM indicates a cloudy condition due to the gentle declining
gradient the temperature before it was greater than 50°C and sustained indicating a sunny day. A
cloudy day identifier Figure 7 shows the declined gradient as well as not peaking above 50°C
throughout the day. Figure 8 shows a rainy day identifier as the sharp gradient apparent at 1.20 PM
with temperatures not maintained steady throughout the day and only peaked at 50°C just before
the rain is due.

Fig. 6. Sunny day temperature graph
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Fig. 7. Cloudy day temperature graph

Fig. 8. Rainy day temperature graph

3. TEG Responses and Behavior
Proving the feasibility of TEG for residential application require weather data analysis and TEG
data to correlate a definitive performance criterion faced using concrete shingle as the medium to
extract the latent heat of the sun for the TEG to generate its electrical energy.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show a phenomenon that was anticipated with the use of a concrete
shingle of which is a response lag, the thermal change does not affect the energy generation until 20
minutes have passed, and these are consistent with all other 7 days data.
As for Figure 10, another problem highlighted when working with constantly changing weather
condition, that is thermal inconsistency will lead to hysteresis in the voltage generated as it is unable
to generate a steady output source. This, in turn, will affect the power generated as the DAQ uses a
fixed resistor of 138 ᘯ.
Highlighted in the previous mention, an unstable source of heat will cause instability in the
output, but if a steady source of heat energy is maintained, an equal output will follow suit as in
Figure 11 a steady thermal gradient able to generate a sustained 0.003 V output for 40 minutes.

Fig. 9. Cloudy day voltage graph with 10-minute interval
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Fig. 10. 17th April 10-minute interval temperature

Fig. 11. 17th April 10-minute interval voltage graph

Highlighted in the previous mention, an unstable source of heat will cause instability in the
output, but if a steady source of heat energy is maintained an equal output will follow suit as in Figure
17 a steady thermal gradient able to generate a sustained 0.003 V output for 40 minutes.
3.1 TEG Performance Analysis
Despite the data collected and the experiment showed potential output, performance
improvements on TEG side is required. Observing all temperature graph Figure 12 to Figure 13, the
thermal difference on shingle and ambient able to reach 10°C whilst on the TEG hot side and cold
side difference of only 3°C. This could be one of the factor that could be improved as there are limits
to passive cooling, TEG efficiency and energy generation is dependent on the thermal difference. The
current thermal difference of TEG using passive cooling is 𝚫T TEG < 𝚫T shingle whilst the ideal
condition is for the thermal difference between the hot side, and the cold side is 𝚫T TEG = 𝚫T shingle.

Fig. 12. 26th April 10-minute interval temperature
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Fig. 13. 26th April 10-minute interval voltage graph

4. Conclusion
Based on the extracted data from all 7 days, the TEG system with 4 modules in series is able to
generate on average 0.003 V at 138 ᘯ resistance, which equates to 65.22 uW. This shows that it is
feasible to obtain electrical energy from such construction. However, further research in the
application field regarding micro energy generation for TEG is required as to further understand the
potential and future of TEG as a viable and cost-effective, maintenance-free system of an energy
generation system that could be placed and will reliably generate energy for up to 25 years free of
maintenance.
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